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Estimating the Indistinguishability of Heralded Single Photons Using Second-Order Correlation
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Integrated quantum photonics is a promising strand of research that involves guiding light in submicron-scale structures and utilizing the quantum properties of the fundamental particle of light—the photon. One of these quantum properties, the indistinguishability of the photons, is used to achieve high-visibility quantum interference, which is one of the key resources in photonic quantum information processing. Here, we demonstrate that the faster and simpler heralded and unheralded second-order correlation functions ($g^{(2)}$) estimate the visibility (indistinguishability) well without the need to perform laborious and time-consuming quantum-interference measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that if two completely identical single photons meet at a 50:50 beam splitter, they bunch and leave the beam splitter together. This counterintuitive quantum effect has come to be known as Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference, after the authors who have demonstrated it [1]. More recently, the importance of high-visibility HOM interference has been highlighted as the key to making high-fidelity linear-optics quantum gates [2–4] that are essential in order to realize scalable routes to quantum computation [5–7], which might require many millions of gates. In recent years, relatively complex quantum-photonic circuits have been made, demonstrating quantum-information tasks such as multidimensional quantum entanglement [8], arbitrary two-qubit processing [9], faster boson sampling [10,11], and graph state generation [12], all of which rely on high-visibility interference between photons from independent single-photon sources (SPSs). Among these examples, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) quantum photonics stands out due to its complex architecture [13], small device footprints, fast switches [14], electronic integration [15], and advances toward midscale integration. The presently achievable interference visibilities limit the fidelity of these circuits and prove a key bottleneck to achieving large-scale quantum information processors.

Experiments using bulk-optics parametric photon-pair (i.e., signal and idler) sources can reach >99% interference visibility [16] when the photons are fully entangled in energy and time at the point of creation. However, scalability beyond two photons requires interference of photons from separated sources where no entanglement pre-exists. In this case, several factors can reduce the interference visibility. The first is the need for photons to be in a single mode both spatially and spectrally. Creating photons in single-mode waveguide devices solves spatial-mode overlap problems, especially in SOI photonics, which is mature and has high fabrication precision, as we do not observe any discernible spatial distinguishability [17]. Spectrotemporal overlap is usually ensured by pumping with a pulsed laser, which then leads in the spectral domain to a broadened energy-conservation constraint, resulting in a joint spectrum that shows weaker correlations between the photon pairs. These undesired spectral correlations make it possible to distinguish the heralded photon energy by measuring the idler photon, which would result in a decreased heralded-photon purity. However, this correlation can be removed by careful engineering of phase matching [18,19], by cavity schemes [20,21], or simply by filtering both the signal and the idler beams to bandwidths narrower than the pump [22–25]. The single-mode nature or purity of the joint spectrum can then be analyzed by decomposing into orthogonal modes.
and estimating the contribution of higher modes [26]. The second problem is that the emission of photon pairs in the parametric process is probabilistic, showing (identical) thermal statistics in each generated photon beam. Heralding with standard detectors only determines that there is a minimum of one photon heralded and higher-order emissions then contribute to a background coincidence rate after the beam splitter, thus reducing the visibility. These two processes are defined as the spectral purity and the photon-number purity of our heralded single-photon sources (HSPSs).

By measuring the heralded-HOM interference visibility, we directly measure the combined effects of spectral and number purity, which can be corrected for background coincidences [24] to assess the spectral indistinguishability. This is a fourfold coincidence experiment in which the count rates are extremely low. However, it has been implicit since the groundbreaking experiments of Hanbury Brown and Twiss [27] that two-intensity (i.e., two-photon) interference is intrinsic to thermal light. The decay from 2 to 1 of the second-order intensity correlation function \( g^{(2)}(0) \) reflects the fact that photons are in separate temporal or spatial modes [28]. It has then been noted that this provides a simple and rapid measure of the degree of purity of SPSSs [29]. A few experimental works have used this technique to estimate the spectral purity [30–34] but the purity estimated in these works was not rigorously compared with the visibility of the quantum interference, the purity estimated from joint-spectral-intensity (JSI), or theoretical predictions, thus leaving questions as to the reliability of this technique. In addition, the validity of this method in the presence of noise is scarcely discussed [35]. In this paper, we show experimentally that the \( g^{(2)}(0) \) method gives equivalent results to HOM dip visibilities taking into account both photon-number and spectral-purity effects.

In this paper, we perform both heralded and unheralded \( g^{(2)} \) experiments, compare these with quantum-interference experiments, and discuss the results in terms of both photon-number purity and spectral purity. We also measure the pump phase profile using a frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) and use this in the simulations, leading to improved agreement with the experiment. We find that the \( g^{(2)} \) measurements are more straightforward and faster to measure the spectral purity and thus to infer the indistinguishability of well-fabricated silicon strip-waveguide HSPSs, without actually performing the more laborious and time-consuming quantum-interference experiments, which become exponentially demanding for measuring pairwise indistinguishability among multiple on-chip SPSSs. Although, for our experiments, we use SOI strip-waveguide sources with external filtering to provide indistinguishability, the method applies to most other integrated guided-wave spontaneous pair-generation sources.

II. SILICON STRIP WAVEGUIDE AS AN HSPS

The \( \chi^{(3)} \) nonlinearity in silicon gives rise to a spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) process that generates correlated photon pairs. In SFWM, two pump photons (\( \omega_p \)) interact with the vacuum field and transform into a pair of photons, historically called a signal and an idler (\( \omega_s, \omega_i \)), with different wavelengths. The energy and momentum of this process is conserved and is governed by the input-pump profile, the material properties, the geometry of the waveguide structure, and the mode profile. These factors ultimately determine the degree of correlation of the generated photons and therefore the spectral purity. If the frequency of the pump and signal-idler photons are expressed by \( \omega_p, \omega_s, \omega_i \) and the momentum by \( \vec{k}_p, \vec{k}_s, \) and \( \vec{k}_i \), then the energy and momentum conservation of the SFWM process can be written in general as follows [36]:

\[
2h\omega_p = h\omega_s + h\omega_i, \tag{1}
\]

\[
2\vec{k}_p = \vec{k}_s + \vec{k}_i. \tag{2}
\]

Quantum mechanically, the interactions among the pump beam and the signal-idler photon pairs can be described by an effective Hamiltonian \( \hat{H} \) [37] and the generated photon pairs by a wave function \( |\Psi\rangle \):

\[
\hat{H} = N \int \int d\omega_p d\omega_i f(\omega_s, \omega_i) \hat{a}^\dagger(\omega_s) \hat{a}^\dagger(\omega_i) + \text{H.c.}, \tag{3}
\]

\[
|\Psi\rangle = \exp \left( -\frac{i}{\hbar} \hat{H} \right) |0, 0\rangle, \tag{4}
\]

where the normalization constant \( N \) is related to the strength of the interaction, \( \text{H.c.} \) represents the Hermitian conjugate, \( \hat{a}^\dagger(\omega_s), \hat{a}^\dagger(\omega_i) \) represent creation operators of the signal and idler photons, respectively, and the biphoton function or joint spectral density (JSD) \( f(\omega_s, \omega_i) \) contains the energy and momentum conservation of the interaction:

\[
f(\omega_s, \omega_i) = \int d\omega_p \alpha(\omega_p)\alpha(\omega_s + \omega_i - \omega_p)\phi(\omega_p, \omega_s, \omega_i) \tag{5}
\]

\[
= f_s(\omega_s, \omega_i) \exp \left[-if_p(\omega_s, \omega_i)\right] \tag{6}
\]

\[
= \sum_{k=1}^\infty \lambda_k h_2(\omega_s) \times g_k(\omega_i), \tag{7}
\]

where \( \alpha(\omega) \) and \( \phi(\omega_p, \omega_s, \omega_i) \) represent the pump spectral distribution and the phase-matching condition, respectively. The amplitude and phase of the JSD are called the joint spectral amplitude (JSA) and the joint spectral phase (JSP), denoted by \( f_s \) and \( f_p \), respectively. In the last line, Schmidt decomposition [26] is used to express the JSD...
in terms of orthogonal and separable signal-idler functions \((h_k, g_k)\).

Spectral purity \((P)\) is then quantified by tracing the square of the density matrix of the heralded signal photon, \(\hat{\rho}_s\):

\[
\hat{\rho}_s = \text{tr}_r(|\Psi\rangle\langle\Psi|), \quad (8)
\]

\[
P = \text{tr}(\hat{\rho}_s^2) = \sum \lambda_k^4. \quad (9)
\]

If there is no frequency correlation between the signal-idler photons, then the heralded photons will be projected into one single optical mode \((k = 1)\) and the spectral purity will be unity \((\rho_s^2 = \rho_s)\).

Spectral filtering is a method of improving the spectral purity as it modifies the JSD and consequently reduces the frequency correlation. Mathematically, the effect of filtering on the JSD is expressed as follows:

\[
f(\omega_s, \omega_i) = \int d\omega_p \alpha(\omega_p)\alpha(\omega_s + \omega_i - \omega_p)\phi(\omega_p, \omega_s, \omega_i)F_p(\omega_p)F_p(\omega_s + \omega_i - \omega_p)F_s(\omega_s)F_i(\omega_i), \quad (10)
\]

where \(F\) represents the spectral filters. During the JSD calculation for unheralded \(g^{(2)}(0)\), \(F_i\) is omitted in the above equation.

From the above discussions, it is evident that the pump phase profile plays a significant role in the separability of the JSP \((f_p)\). If the pump phase profile is flat (constant phase), then from Eqs. (5) and (10) we can see that the JSP is factorable. A varying pump phase profile can thus further reduce the purity significantly. One way to measure the spectral purity is to reconstruct the JSA by using a single-photon spectrometer. This method requires very bright HSPSs; the resolution is low and does not measure the JSP. Recently, stimulated emission tomography has become popular for the measurement of both the JSA and the JSP [38,39]. The JSP correlation of a photon pair from the HSPSs has been investigated previously [40], but not in the context of spectral purity and excluding the effect of the pump phase profile.

A comparatively simpler method (and one that includes the whole JSD) for the spectral-purity measurement is the unheralded second-order correlation function \(g^{(2)}(0)\), which is implemented by using a Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) interferometer [27]. If the signal photons are spectrally pure, then the unheralded \(g^{(2)}(0)\) approaches a value of 2, mimicking thermal statistics. If they are spectrally very impure, then the \(g^{(2)}(0)\) value approaches 1, mimicking Poissonian statistics of a coherent state. When the squeezing is low, the spectral purity and the \(g^{(2)}(0)\) values are related by the following equation [29]:

\[
g^{(2)}(0) = 1 + P. \quad (11)
\]

It is known that in the absence of the higher photon-number terms—i.e., in the low-brightness limit (see, e.g., Ref. [22])—the visibility \((V)\) of the HOM interference between two identical HSPSs (e.g., A and B) represents the spectral purity, \(V = P\) (see the Supplemental Material [41]). However, in general, the visibility will depend on the brightness of each individual Schmidt mode in a nontrivial way. We find an expression for the visibility:

\[
V = \sum_{\substack{p = 0 \rightarrow \infty \\text{dist} \: 4f}} \left[ P_{\text{dist}}(\mu_p^4, \mu_p^B) - P_{\text{ind}}(\mu_p^4, \mu_p^B) \right] \sum_{\substack{p, q = 0 \rightarrow \infty \: 4f}} P_{\text{dist}}(\mu_p^4, \mu_q^B), \quad (12)
\]

where \(P_{\text{dist}}, P_{\text{ind}}\) are the probabilities of fourfold events in the HOM interference for completely distinguishable and indistinguishable photons, respectively; \(\mu_p^4, \mu_p^B\) are mean photon numbers from HSPSs A and B, respectively; and the sums in \(p\) and \(q\) are over each Schmidt mode. The derivation of this equation is in the Supplemental Material [41] and is based on earlier work on the spectral decomposition of two-mode squeezed states [42], with the inclusion of higher-order photon-number terms [25].

Experimentally, the HOM visibility (i.e., indistinguishability) of a silicon strip-waveguide HSPS has been demonstrated to reach 72% [25] and then 88% [43] by using successively narrower spectral filtering (filter and pump widths not specified) with a reduced pump power (i.e., a higher photon-number purity). Therefore, the multimodal effect (i.e., the spectral purity) and the multipair effect (i.e., the photon-number purity) need to be addressed together to estimate the visibility of the quantum interference correctly.

In this paper, we perform two sets of experiments. The first uses heralded and unheralded \(g^{(2)}(0)\) experiments to measure the spectral and photon-number purity. The spectral purity is quantified as a function of the spectral filtering and the photon-number purity is quantified as a function of the pump power. In the second set of experiments, the HOM interference is used to measure the raw indistinguishability as a function of both the spectral purity and the photon-number purity. The data are available in Ref. [44].
III. SECOND-ORDER CORRELATION $g^{(2)}(0)$ MEASUREMENTS

The purities of the single photons are measured by using the second-order correlation function $g^{(2)}(0)$ as shown in Fig. 1(a). A pulsed laser (PriTel FFL) of 50-MHz repetition rate is first cleaned with broadband filters by attenuating the pump intensity by about 120 dB in the signal-idler collection spectra. It is then coupled to the silicon-photonic chip using a vertical-grating coupler (VGC) with a 4.5-dB loss at the best coupling. In the chip, a directional coupler splits the power for the two strip waveguides of length 14 mm. While the light propagates in the waveguide, the nonlinear optical process SFWM coherently generates signal-idler photon pairs. At the end of one of the waveguides, they are coupled out using another VGC. Afterward, a dense-wavelength-division-multiplexer (DWDM) filter separates the signal and idler photons. The signal photons then pass through a tunable bandwidth filter (TF). The output of the TF is connected to an HBT interferometer to measure the spectral purity of the signal photons. In the HBT interferometer, the signal photons are input into the port of an even beam splitter and the two outputs are connected to two superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs), D1 and D2, which are connected to the time tagger (TT). TT implements the time delay ($\tau$) in $g^{(2)}(\tau)$ electronically to normalize $g^{(2)}(0)$. The idler photons may or may not be detected (D3), leading to two different configurations as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 1(a). In the first configuration, they are not detected and therefore do not project the signal photons into specific spectrotemporal modes, thereby measuring the spectral purity of the signal photons through unheralded $g^{(2)}(0)$. In the second configuration, when all of the three of the detectors are used, it is then called a heralded second-order correlation measurement $g_{\text{H}}^{(2)}(0)$, which measures the photon-number purity of the HSPS. This configuration is also used to measure the heralding efficiency, where the counts from the two output ports of the BS are added together. These two configurations investigate the trade-off between the heralding efficiency and the spectral purity and measure the photon-number purity.

In both configurations, an approximately 0.8-nm-width pump pulse is chosen. Using a commercial FROG, the spectrogram of the pump pulse is measured to reconstruct the amplitude and phase profiles, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The pump phase profile is not flat as assumed by most quantum-photonic experiments. In fact, there is a slight variation of the phase on the central wavelength in comparison to the tail end of the pulse, with values between 0.2$\pi$ and 0.4$\pi$. These amplitude and phase profiles are used in conjunction with linear interpolation to compute the JSDs (and thus the purity) using Eq. (10) as a function of the spectral filtering. Figure 1(c) shows the computed JSDs (JSAs and JSPs) for the broadest (950 pm) and narrowest (50 pm) filtering configuration of the TF. For the broader filter setting, the correlation between the signal and idler photons reduces the spectral purity to $P = 71.39\%$. For a constant phase profile, as assumed in most quantum-photonic experiments, the spectral purity is computed as $P = 72.27\%$, which is 0.8% above the value obtained with a varying pump phase profile. At the narrowest filter
setting, the JSD becomes almost a horizontal line, thereby removing the frequency correlation as the spectral purity approaches unity \((P \approx 1)\).

The simulated purity (black line) and the estimated purity (black dots) from the \(g_{H}^{(2)}(0)\) measurement (without any background corrections) are plotted in Fig. 1(d), showing the general trend that filtering improves purity. If the measured phase profile is included, then the graph moves downward (lower \(P\)) much more for broader TF filters. For example, the purity decreases by about 0.8\% when TF is 950 pm compared to about 0.1\% for when TF is 200 pm. The purity is essentially determined by the ratio \((r)\) of the pump line width (\(\Delta_{\text{pump}}\)) to the signal-idler filter line width (\(\Delta_{\text{signal}}\)),

\[
    r = \frac{\Delta_{\text{pump}}}{\Delta_{\text{signal}}} \quad (13)
\]

Figure 1(f) shows that the measured heralding efficiency decreases with narrower spectral filtering. This indicates the trade-off between the spectral purity and the heralding efficiency of the silicon waveguide HSPSs; for example, increasing the purity from 77\% to 92\%, by increasing \(r\) from 1 to 2, approximately halves the heralding efficiency. Our heralding efficiency is mainly limited by the 28.18\% waveguide-to-fiber collection efficiency (−5.5 dB loss) and the extra loss (−8.4 dB) in our waveguide structure. For the design parameters of the waveguides, based on Refs. [36,45–47], see the Supplemental Material [41].

Figure 1(e) shows that the measured heralded \(g_{H}^{(2)}(0)\), representing the photon-number purity, decreases with increasing pump power due to the multipair contribution. This graph is useful to estimate the number purity for a required pump power (i.e., brightness), which drastically affects the indistinguishability measurements [Fig. 2(d)]. Experimentally, \(g_{H}^{(2)}(0)\) is estimated using the following:

\[
    g_{H}^{(2)}(0) = \frac{D_{D312} D_{D1}}{D_{D31} D_{D2}}, \quad (14)
\]

where \(D_{D312}\) is the threefold coincidence and \(D_{D31}\) and \(D_{D2}\) are twofold coincidences. The fitting of the \(g_{H}^{(2)}(0)\) data is a sigmoidal function based on Ref. [48] (for the fitting equation, see the Supplemental Material [41]).

We note that unheralded \(g_{H}^{(2)}(0)\) measurements are not free from drawbacks. Since it does not involve both the signal and the idler photons, the advantage of uncorrelated noise reduction in the time-correlated measurements of photon pairs cannot be employed [35]. The noise can originate either on the chip or outside the chip—in the optical fibers, the filters, and the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The noise outside the chip is accounted for by bypassing the chip and it does not change the measurements appreciably. The main source of noise originates on the chip, where pump scattering is the primary contributor

### IV. INDISTINGUISHABILITY (HOM INTERFERENCE) MEASUREMENTS

The two waveguides on the same chip are used as two independent HSPSs and are interfered on an off-chip HOM configuration to investigate the indistinguishability. Due to the long duration of a four-photon experiment, not all of the data points in Fig. 1(d) can be verified by HOM interference measurements. We choose two filter ratios, \(r = 1\) and \(r = 2\), to investigate the effect of spectral purity on the indistinguishability. For each of the filter ratios, three different pump powers are used to perform HOM interferences to investigate the effect of photon-number purity.

Figure 2(a) shows the experimental setup after the light is coupled out of the two waveguides. The two DWDMs separate the signal and idler photons. The idler photons
are detected (D1, D3) and herald the presence of two signal photons. One of the signal photons goes straight to the 50:50 beam splitter (BS) and the other first goes through a variable optical-delay line and then to the BS. The delay line is used to vary the arrival time of the photon’s wave packet interfering on the beam splitter. A polarization beam splitter (PBS) after the BS and polarization controllers before the BS are used to ensure the same polarization of the photons interfering in the BS. After the interference in the BS, the photons are spectrally filtered by fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) to implement \( r = 2 \). In the absence of FBGs, \( r = 1 \) is implemented as the line width of the DWDMs matches the pump line width.

Figure 2(b) depicts the effect of spectral and photon-number impurity on the indistinguishability, measured by HOM visibility (for the HOM interferograms, see the Supplemental Material [41]). The magenta \( (r = 1) \) and green \( (r = 2) \) dots are the measured data points and the solid lines are the analytical (and numerical) estimations of the visibility as a function of both of the purities. The data and the simulation show the trend that the visibility improves with a lower mean photon-number per pulse \( \bar{n} \) and narrower (e.g., \( r = 2 \)) filtering. As \( \bar{n} \) decreases, the photon-number purity keeps increasing [measured in Fig. 1(e)] until it reaches \( \bar{n} \approx 0 \) (the \( y \) intercept), where it is approximately unity. At the \( y \) intercept, the value of the visibility \( V \) is not unity but is equal to the spectral purity \( P \) estimated from the \( g^{(2)}(0) \) measurements.

The significance of the \( y \) intercept of Fig. 2(b) can also be noted by making a connection with Fig. 1. The JSA simulations that are used to match the \( g^{(2)}(0) \) measurements in Fig. 1(d) also give the strengths of the Schmidt-mode coefficients [Eq. (7); see also Fig. S3 in the Supplemental Material [41]]. These coefficients are used in our analytical model [Eq. (12) or numerical simulator] with higher-order photon-number states to calculate the visibility as a function of the mean photon number in Fig. 2(b). Since, at the \( y \) intercept of the graph, the higher-order photon-number states are practically nonexistent, the visibility depends almost entirely on the spectral purity, provided that the other contributing factors to distinguishability, such as spatial-mode mismatch, are negligible, which holds true in integrated-waveguide photonics. Both our analytical and numerical models give values of \( y \) intercepts that match well with the spectral-purity value estimated from the unheralded \( g^{(2)}(0) \) measurements, thereby confirming that \( V = P \) when the photon-number purity is unity and that spectral and photon-number impurity are the two main factors degrading indistinguishability in integrated-waveguide photonics.

Figure 2(c) depicts the exponential rise of the integration time of the HOM measurements when a narrower filter and a lower power are used to improve the purities. Here, the HOM measurement time is the collection time of two fourfold coincidence data points—the theoretical minimum required to estimate HOM visibility, although in practice more points are desired. This plot shows a clear advantage of \( g^{(2)}(0) \) as a faster measurement compared to HOM measurements. For example, the time required to achieve the fastest HOM-visibility data point [Fig. 2(b)] with 6% uncertainty is more than 35 times slower than the corresponding \( g^{(2)}(0) \) data with the same uncertainty.

Also, a comparison between Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) shows the simplicity and robustness of the \( g^{(2)}(0) \)-measurement setup. The two \( g^{(2)}(0) \) measurements and the heralding efficiency have the same setup, consisting of a beam splitter, a time tagger, and a delay \( \tau \) implemented electronically. In contrast, the HOM interferometer additionally requires delay lines, a polarization controller, and a polarization beam splitter, with careful estimations of path-length differences and alignment, and the need to ensure the same polarization of the photons. The \( g^{(2)}(0) \) measurements are robust since the outcome is not affected by either the detection efficiency or the splitting ratio of the beam splitter [52], which is why \( g^{(2)} \) was one of the earlier demonstrations of the nonclassicality of light [27,53]. Therefore, the \( g^{(2)}(0) \) measurements together with the simulations in Fig. 2(b) efficiently estimate the indistinguishability of an HSPS.

V. CONCLUSION

The strip waveguide is one of the simplest structure in silicon photonics. The modeling and understanding of the dynamics of photon-pair generation in a strip waveguide will lead the way to high-fidelity quantum technologies and potential applications in simulation and sensing with other emerging fields such as biotechnology.

For large-scale quantum information processing, we need to build multiplexed sources that will act as near-ideal single-photon sources. Considering the simplicity and stability of strip-waveguide sources among silicon-photonic structures, they provide a reasonable candidate for the development of near-ideal SPSs. However, getting around the inevitably low heralding efficiency will require sophisticated multiplexing schemes, leading to large footprints.

Indistinguishability measurements of the HSPSs using a HOM interferometer are a direct way of estimating the quality of the single photons and the scalability of the source for multiplexing and often essential to gauge the performance of a quantum-photonic protocol. However, heralded-HOM experiments involve four-photon detections, which can lead to extremely low count rates and long experimental durations. In fact, as the photonic circuit grows larger to implement the more complex quantum algorithm and thus multiple HSPSs are integrated, the pairwise indistinguishability measurements among the HSPSs become exponentially...
demanding. Here, we show that capturing photon statistics with relatively quick g\(^2\)(0) measurements gives a good estimate of indistinguishability, which is useful during the rapid prototyping phase of silicon-photonic source design. These measurements also estimate the heralding efficiency, which determines the integration time of the experiment. Altogether, these results can be used as a guide to choose the appropriate filtering and input pump power to achieve the required indistinguishability within a specified time constraint for a required quantum-photonic experiment.
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